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Abstract 
The present study investigated the adoption of literal interpretation and contextual strategy on 
comprehension of three types of idioms namely, highly transparent, transparent and opaque 
idioms in Cantonese-speaking school-aged children. Thirty eight children at Grades 2, 4 and 6 
were asked to interpret the idiomatic meanings of 15 idioms embedded in linguistic contexts  
(stories) incongruent to the idiomatic meanings. The children were assessed in 
multiple-choice format in which story-dependent and literal-meaning responses were two of 
the five choices. The result showed a larger extent of use of contextual strategy than literal 
interpretation among all the children. Contextual strategy and literal interpretation are 
commonly used for interpretation of opaque and literal idioms respectively. Children at grade 
6 were found more readily to use literal interpretation than grade 2 and 4 when highly 
transparent idioms are presented. Pedagogy of idiom teaching using story context was 
suggested.  
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Introduction 
     In English, the expression of kick the bucket means “to die”. Although the literal 
(word-by-word) translation is possible, proficient speakers rarely use the expression in such 
way and native listeners would not interpret in this way neither. This kind of expression is 
called idioms and its function is to convey speakers‟ ideas by highlighting a theme in an 
interactionally natural manner (Halliday, 1994). Idioms can be defined as giant lexical units 
that are often non-literal or semi-literal in meaning and rigid in structure consisting of 
multiwords. (Liu, 2008; Nippold, 1998). Idioms can be described in two dimensions, syntactic 
analyzability and semantic analyzability (Fraser, 1970). An idiom which is syntactically- 
frozen means that the syntax of the idiom cannot be transformed without affecting its 
figurative meaning. For example, raining cats and dogs cannot be said as raining many cats 
and many dogs. Idioms maintain figurative meaning after syntactic transformation is called 
syntactically-flexible idioms. For example, I have got (/she has got) butterflies in my (/her) 
stomach.  
     The semantic dimension received much more research attention in this literature. 
Fernando (1996) classified idioms into non-literal, semi-literal and literal with reference to the 
transparency of the idioms, i.e., the degree of their literal meaning relative to their figurative 
interpretation. Non-literal type means there is little or no direct relationship between literal 
meanings of its parts and the intended meaning of the overall idiom. For example, shoot the 
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breeze means “to engage in an idle conversation”. Semi-literal type means the idiomatic 
interpretation has a metaphorical extension of the literal meaning. For example, button one’s 
lips means “to keep silent”. Literal type means the intended meaning can be deduced from the 
components of an idiom directly. The idioms do not only encode the situation mentioned by 
the expression but something from a boarder sense or in general. For example, to lay one’s 
card on the table means “to show one‟s thinking or ideas without reservation” 
Factors Affecting Idiom Comprehension 
Linguistic context 
 A linguistic context allows extraction of contextual information to figure out the 
meaning of an unknown idiom. Shorter processing time and fewer errors were reported for 
comprehension of an idiom with context presented as suggested by Cacciari and Levorato 
(1989) and Ortony et al (1978). Ortony et al (1978) presented their participants idiomatic and 
literal expressions with two different conditions which were a short text (i.e. limited context) 
and a long text (i.e. full context). The participants were then asked to read and interpret the 
expressions. The duration of time the participants used to interpret the expressions was 
compared in the two conditions. The results showed that the participants took longer time to 
interpret the idiomatic expressions than literal expressions in the short text condition. 
However, they interpreted both types of expression with similar amount of time in the long 
text condition. In other words, context can speed up the process of idiomatic interpretation. 
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Moreover, in Cacciari and Levorato‟s (1989) experimental study, a group of elementary and 
middle school students were presented with a list of idioms in three conditions including (1) 
idiomatic context i.e. stories biased towards an idiomatic interpretation of the idiom (2) literal 
context i.e. stories based on a literal interpretation of the idiom and (3) without context i.e. no 
stories presented. The participants were then asked to do a multiple-choice test by interpreting 
the meanings of the idioms. The multiple-choice test contained three options which were (1) 
an idiomatic interpretation (2) literal interpretation and (3) associate answer which was 
plausible in the context but different from (1) and (2). The result revealed that children gave 
idiomatic answers significantly more often in both context-given conditions than in 
no-context situation. This study again attest that context can facilitate idiomatic interpretation 
of an idiom. Moreover, Gibbs (1987) also suggested context provides source of information to 
aid comprehension of idioms with low decomposability which cannot be interpreted using 
compositional analysis.  
Transparency of idioms 
     According to Liu (2008), transparency and semantic transparency (or decomposability) 
of an idiom can be used interchangeably basically, and they refer to an idiom‟s semantic 
clarity which means the degree to which an idiom‟s overall figurative meaning is contributed 
by its individual lexical parts independently. The greater the meanings of an idiom‟s 
constituents contribute to its overall figurative meaning, the more semantically decomposable 
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an idiom is. In other words, there is a decrease in semantic decomposability from literal to 
semi-literal and finally to non-literal idioms. Higher decomposability or transparency allows 
listeners to process the individual parts of the idiom and determine how these parts work 
together to arrive the overall meaning with less effort (Gibbs et al. 1989).  
Familiarity 
     Familiarity refers to the frequency of use of an idiom in a language (Liu, 2008). 
Familiar idioms can be processed without extra effort while an unfamiliar idiom was to be 
comprehended with some additional computational effort (Cacciari & Tabossi, 1993). The 
more familiar the idiom is, the faster and more accurate it is processed. Also, it is more likely 
for familiar idioms to be stored in one‟s lexicon than unfamiliar ones (Abel, 2003). That 
means this allows a direct access of the idiomatic meaning and bypasses linguistic processing 
(Gibbs, 1980). 
Acquisition of Idioms in Children 
      Idiom acquisition is regarded as later lexical development which continues until 
adulthood. Liu (2008) suggested that general cognitive and linguistic development is closely 
related to idiom acquisition of children. Levorato (1993) proposed a six-phase (0 through 5) 
model for children‟s comprehension of idioms. In Phase 0, children who are younger than age 
6 only interpret an idiom by processing its individual parts literally. In Phase 1, children in 
early childhood at about age 6 start to appreciate the symbolic nature of an idiom but still tend 
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to literally process an idiom. In Phase 2, children, mostly age 7 or 8 can understand the use of 
context in interpretation and resort less to literal interpretation than interpretative strategies in 
processing an idiom. In Phase 3, at age 9 or 10 children are able to acquire figurative meaning 
of an idiom. Yet, the children‟s idiom acquisition is limited as they have not yet realized an 
idiom can be modified according to context and only use an idiom as a fixed unit. In the final 
phase, the children can achieve the figurative interpretation of an idiom with complete 
figurative competence. This six-phase model was consistent with the four levels of 
understanding of metaphorical idioms proposed by Winner (1988). Both of them suggested 
that before age 7, literal interpretation is dominant in children‟s idiom comprehension. The 
development of figurative meaning emerges at about age 7 and starts to develop at nearly age 
9. A full competence is not attained until the ages of 13 to 15. In conclusion, previous studies 
demonstrated that children‟s idiom development undergoes a protracted shift from literal to 
figurative development.  
Chinese Idioms 
      Chinese idioms are old expressions mostly consisting of four characters and the 
constituents of them are fixed and cannot be changed or replaced by any other element. 
Chinese idioms are different from English idioms in terms of their internal structure. The 
structure of Chinese idioms preserves many important usages which are found in classical but 
not Modern Standard Chinese (Wu, 1992). These structures used in the old days may violate 
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the syntactic rules of Modern Standard Chinese and thus, make the Chinese idioms become  
syntactically “abnormal” (Liu, 2008). For example, 
In Example [1], “sing1” 聲 is a noun but acts as a verb in the idiom. Such a change of word 
class from a noun to a verb is rare in Modern Standard Chinese.  
 
 
 
In Example [2], “jin4” 然 is a particle peculiar to classical Chinese and functions as an 
adverb particle in modifying adverb which describes the manner of the action. The equivalent 
form in Modern Standard Chinese is “dei6” 地.  
[3] Chinese idiom: 一 勞 永 逸 
 Phonetic transcription: jat1 lou4 wing5 jat6 
 Character-to-character meaning: one work  forever ease 
 Figurative meaning: “One effort eternal ease”  
In Example [3], “jat1” 一 is a numeral preceding the noun of “lou4” 勞. The syntactic 
structure of “numeral+noun” without a classifier is rarely found in Modern Standard Chinese 
(Wu, 1992). In addition, Wu (1992) also suggested that some morphological structures in 
Chinese idioms which appeared in classical Chinese are not commonly found in Modern 
[1] Chinese idiom: 聲 東 擊 西 
 Phonetic transcription: sing1 dung1 gik1 sai1 
 Character-to-character meaning: sound east strike west 
 Figurative meaning: “To produce a sound in the east and strike at the 
west/ distraction” 
[2] Chinese idiom: 煥 然 一 新 
 Phonetic transcription: wun6 jin4 jat1 san1 
 Character-to-character meaning: brilliant -ly  one new 
 Figurative meaning: “Shiningly a new look/ take a 
new look “ 
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Standard Chinese. For example, 
Chinese idiom: 化 險 為 夷 
Phonetic transcription: faa3 him2 wai4 ji4 
Character-to-character meaning: solve danger become safety 
Figurative meaning: “Turn danger to safety”  
In this example, the lexeme “ji4” 夷 is a mono-morpheme in classical Chinese. Its equivalent 
form in Modern Standard Chinese is “on1 cyun4” 安全 which is a two-syllables word. It is 
uncommon to find this kind of morphological structure in Modern Standard Chinese (Wu, 
1992). 
     Chinese idioms can also be classified into non-literal, semi-literal and literal idioms 
based on each idiom‟s transparency like English Idioms.  
The present study  
    Previous studies have shown that children move from literal strategy to more advanced 
“contextual” strategy in their interpretation of idioms as they grow older. Transparency of an 
idiom and linguistic context contribute to the course of idiom acquisition. However, the 
interaction of these two factors has not been clearly addressed. In addition, given the 
typological features of Chinese idioms, the present study aims to investigate the types of 
strategies used by Cantonese-speaking children at different grade levels on idiom 
comprehension. Cantonese is a dialect of Chinese. It shares the same writing system of the 
Modern Standard Chinese. Most idioms occurred in Modern Standard Chinese can also be 
found in Cantonese.  
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More specifically, this study aims to address the following three research questions: 
1) Would younger children be more likely to use the strategy of literal interpretation for the 
comprehension of idioms?  
2) Would older children be more likely to make use the linguistic context for the 
comprehension of idioms?  
3) Would the type of strategy used by the children be affected by the type of idioms (i.e. 
highly transparent, transparent and opaque)?  
Method 
Participants 
     Thirty-eight typically developing children aged between 7;04 and 15;05 were recruited 
from a local primary school using convenient sampling. All participants were selected by 
teachers according to the following inclusion criteria: native Cantonese speakers and without 
known history of speech, language, intellectual and sensory impairment. Moreover, they had 
age-appropriate language abilities ascertained by a language assessment using the Hong Kong 
Cantonese Grammar (HKCG) Test in Hong Kong Cantonese Oral Language Assessment 
Scale (HKCOLAS) (T‟sou, Lee, Tung, Chan, Man, & To, 2006). All participants were 
categorized into three groups according to their grade levels with 12 in Primary 2 (age 7;04 to 
8;09), 13 in Primary 4 (age 9;00 to 10;02) and 13 in Primary 6 (age 11;01 to 15;05).  
Test Items Selection  
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     The test was carried out in a multiple-choice format. In order to examine the effect of 
idiom transparency and linguistic context, the effect of idiom familiarity was controlled. Only 
infrequent idioms were selected to ensure that the idioms examined did not exist in children‟s 
lexicon. In this way, children‟s response patterns can better reflect the target effects.   
     Sixty infrequent Cantonese idioms were extracted from a Chinese idiom textbook for 
Hong Kong primary students. Two primary school Chinese teachers with more than 10 years 
experience in teaching Chinese were consulted to collect expert opinion on the frequency of 
the selected idioms at primary level. They were asked to mark if the idioms are frequently 
appeared or infrequently appeared in Chinese curriculum throughout primary one to primary 
six textbooks. Only those items marked as infrequent by both teachers were selected. This 
then yield a total of 30 idioms. These idioms were categorized into three types including  
transparent idioms, opaque idioms and highly transparent idioms. The suitability of 
transparency categorization was rated by 6 native Cantonese adults who were undergraduates 
in The University of Hong Kong. The thirty idioms attained around 77% consistent 
categorization at the first round of rating. Modification on the categorization was made until 
90% consistency was attained. Also, in order to ensure that children understand each 
individual character of the idioms, each character of the idioms was checked against the Hong 
Kong Corpus of Primary School Characters (HKCPSC) developed by Leung (2002). Finally, 
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a total of fifteen idioms including five highly transparent, five transparent and five opaque 
idioms were selected and were listed out in Appendix. 
     In order to examine the effect of linguistic context (story), stories which were 
incongruent to the idiomatic meaning of each idiom were constructed. That means the 
linguistic context (story) constructed for each idiom was opposite to the intended idiomatic 
meaning of each idiom. In this way, children who made use of the linguistic context for the 
idiom interpretation would select the choice which was opposite to the original intended 
meaning (see the section of Response Choices below). For example,  
 
Chinese idiom: 目 光 如 豆 
Phonetic transcription: muk6  gwong1 jyu4 dau2 
Character-to-character meaning  eye sight similar to bean 
Figurative meaning: “Little or no ambition” 
The incongruent story is: “The brother is muk6 gwong1 jyu4 dau2 (目光如豆) as he studied 
very hard and wished to be a medical doctor to help the poor in the future”.  The context is 
opposite to the target idiom which means “little or no ambition”.  
Response Choices 
     Five types of response choices were derived for each item. They included (1) 
story-dependent response that the idiom meaning was dependent on the linguistic context 
(story); (2) story-opposite response that the idiom meaning was opposite to the linguistic 
context (story); (3) literal-meaning response that the idiom meaning was derived from the 
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character-to-character (literal) meaning of the individual characters of the idiom; (4) irrelevant 
response that was not related to the idiom; and (5) inconsistent response indicates that the 
idiom was not consistent with the linguistic context (story).     
     For each of the five highly transparent idioms, there were two irrelevant response 
choices because its literal-meaning response would be the same as the story-opposite response. 
The story-opposite response in a story-incongruent linguistic context (story) showed the true 
idiomatic meaning of an idiom. If the idiom is highly transparent, the literal-meaning 
response choice derived from the individual character literally would be the same as its 
idiomatic meaning and thus is the same as the story-opposite response choice. To illustrate, 
below is an example of highly transparent idiom.  
Chinese idiom: 言 過 其 實 
Phonetic transcription: jin4 gwo3 kei4 sat6 
Character-to-character meaning: one‟s saying over its truth 
Figurative meaning: “A statement is exaggerated/ 
Overshoot the truth”  
In a story-incongruent linguistic context: “An uncle praises my brother as a music genius 
because my brother is skillful at twenty kinds of musical instrument and he has got many 
prizes in music competitions. It is jin4 gwo3 kei4 sat6 (言過其實) for the uncle to say in this 
way.” 
     Five types of response choices were derived including (1) story-dependent response i.e. 
the uncle’s praise for my brother is telling the truth; (2) story-opposite response i.e. the 
uncle’s praise for my brother is overshooting the truth; (3) literal-meaning response i.e. the 
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uncle’s praise for my brother is overshooting the truth; (4) irrelevant response i.e. my brother 
likes music especially playing piano and (5) inconsistent response i.e. the idiomatic meaning 
is inconsistent with the linguistic context (story). As jin4 gwo3 kei4 sat6 (言過其實) is a 
highly transparent idiom, the story-opposite and literal-meaning response have the same 
meaning as revealed in the example. Therefore, as mentioned before, another irrelevant 
response was derived i.e. the uncle is the music teacher of my brother.  
     In this way, if a child tended to select predominantly literal-meaning responses, it 
means he/she is using literal interpretation. If a child tended to select predominantly 
story-dependent response, it means he/she is using “contextual” strategy.  
     Each of the fifteen idioms was embedded in a story script and followed by the five 
response choices. All stimuli were printed on A4 paper. The response choices of each item 
and each idiom were randomized. The test was trialed out on 2 adults to ensure each linguistic 
context (story) is incongruent in nature and the five types of response choices were suitably 
derived. 
Procedure 
     All participants were firstly assessed on their oral language on an individual basis. 
HKCG test in HKCOLAS was administered by the author to each individual in a quiet room 
at the school. The experimental task of idiom comprehension was conducted in groups. After 
the self-introduction of the author, the participants were instructed to answer all the questions 
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by ticking the corresponding box for the most suitable answer within thirty minutes. An 
example was demonstrated before the task began.  
Coding and Analysis 
     The overall percentage of each response choice (i.e. (1) story-dependent response; (2) 
story-opposite response; (3) literal-meaning response; (4) irrelevant response; and (5) 
inconsistent response) was calculated with reference to the types of idioms. Descriptive 
statistics was calculated for the five response choices. A mixed design multivariate Analysis 
of variance (MANOVA) with 2 repeated (outcome) measures (types of idioms and response 
choices) and one between group measure (grade) was conducted. 
Results 
     Table 1 shows the distribution of different kinds of responses used by the three groups 
of children. The story-dependent responses constituted the highest percentage of all types of 
responses across the grades while the literal-meaning responses shared the smallest proportion 
of all (except that it shared a higher proportion than story-opposite and inconsistent responses 
in grade 2).  
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Table 1 
Mean Percentage and Standard Deviation of Different Responses by Grade (Collapsing the 
three types of Idioms) 
 
      
 
 
     In order to investigate the strategies (literal interpretation and linguistic context) used 
by different grade levels, story-dependent and literal meaning responses were further analyzed 
with the types of idioms. Table 2 summarizes the mean percentage and standard deviation of 
story-dependent and literal meaning responses.  
Table 2     
Mean Percentage and Standard Deviation of Responses by Grade in Three Types of 
Idioms 
Condition     
Grade Idiom Types 
Response Types 
  
 
  Story-dependent  Literal-meaning  
2 Highly-Transparent 46.67(24.62) 11.67(15.9)  
 Transparent 23.33(20.6) 13.33(17.75)  
 Opaque 68.33(31.29) 3.33(7.79)  
4 Highly-Transparent 40(23.09) 23.08(17.97)  
 Transparent 23.08(22.87) 3.08(11.09)  
 Opaque 50.77(25.32) 3.08(7.51)  
6 Highly-Transparent 29.23(22.53) 32.31(26.51)  
 Transparent 33.85(25.01) 0(0)  
  Opaque 69.23(26.6) 1.54(5.55)  
Response Types 
 
 Grade  
2 4 6 
Literal-Meaning 9.44(14.73) 9.74(15.81) 11.28(21.42) 
Story-Dependent 46.11(31.29) 37.95(25.87) 44.1(30.15) 
Story-Opposite 12.22(14.56) 19.49(15.55) 19.49(18.63) 
Irrelevant 27.22(19.8) 12.31(16.93) 9.23(13.65) 
Inconsistency 16.17(8.89) 27.69(21.33) 26.67(26.09) 
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     A mixed design multivariate Analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted.  
     There was a significant main effect of response choices (F(1,35)=76.131, p<.05) which 
means that regardless of the types of idioms and grade, the mean percentage of the two 
choices are significantly different. Table 3 displays that the story-dependent choice showed a 
higher mean percentage of responses than literal-meaning choices.  
Table 3. 
Mean Percentage and Standard Deviation of responses to different response choices 
Response Types Mean 
Percentage 
Standard 
Deviation  
  
Story-dependent 
Response 
42.7 2.8   
Literal-meaning 
Response 
10.2 1.3   
    A significant main effect of types of idioms (F(2,70)=22.97, p<.05) was observed. This 
suggested that certain types of idiom showed more responses than the others. But this effect 
was not the interest of the present study.    
     No significant effect was observed in grade (F(2,35)=1.42, p=.255). This indicated that 
children at grade 2, 4 and 6 gave similar percentage of choices regardless of the types of 
idioms.  
Apart from the main effects, there was a significant interaction effect of idiom types and 
response choices (F(2,70)=25.32, p<.05).The types of idioms showed a different effect on 
response types. This effect can be illustrated more clearly in Figure 1 in which the distance 
between the two lines in the three types of idioms was different. The story-dependent 
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responses were significantly more than literal one for opaque idioms when compared to the 
highly transparent and transparent idioms. On the other hand, the literal-meaning responses 
showed the highest percentage for highly-transparent idioms and decreased for both opaque 
and transparent idioms.  
 
Figure 1.Interaction of types of idioms and response choices 
         There was no significance interaction between choice and class (F(2,35)=0.43, 
p>.05 ). This suggested that when the idiom type was not taken into account, children at 
different grades showed similar pattern in their response choices. Also, there was no 
significance interaction between idioms and class (F(4,70)=0.9, p>.05 ). It means that the 
three types of idioms showed similar percentage of responses in the three groups of children.   
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     The key finding of the analysis was the significant interaction effect of response 
choices, idiom types and grade (F(4,70)=4.16, p<.05). Figures 2,3 and 4 showed the response 
choices by children at different grades for highly transparent, transparent and opaque idioms 
respectively. In highly transparent idioms (Figure 2), older children (Grade 6) showed only 
slightly higher percentage of literal-meaning responses than story-dependent responses. The 
reverse pattern was observed for the two younger groups. They demonstrated more 
story-dependent responses than the literal-meaning one. The difference was greater for Grade 
2 children than Grade 4 and 6. Such a pattern was not observed in the other two types of 
idioms. 
     In transparent idioms (Figure 3), all the children showed a higher percentage of 
story-dependent than literal-meaning responses. The difference was the least in grade 2 
among the three grades. Children at grade 4 and 6 showed nearly zero percentage of 
literal-meaning responses.  
     In opaque idioms (Figure 4), a marked difference was observed between the percentage 
of story-dependent and literal-meaning responses. All the children displayed a substantially 
higher percentage of story-dependent responses than the literal one in comprehension of 
opaque idioms. There was a small percentage of literal-meaning responses for this type of 
idiom.
20 
 
 
Figure 2. Interaction of response choices and grade in highly transparent idioms 
  
Figure 3. Interaction of response choices and grade in transparent idioms 
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Figure 4 Interaction of response choices and grade in opaque idioms 
Discussion 
     The main objective of the present study was to investigate the strategies i.e. literal 
interpretation vs. linguistic context adopted by different grades of Cantonese-speaking 
children to comprehend idioms. The results showed that children exhibited different types of 
strategy which was sensitive to the transparency of idioms and this sensitivity varied in 
different grade levels. 
    The findings revealed that literal strategy was not as widely used by younger children as 
those reported in the literature. Instead, linguistic (contextual) strategy was more commonly 
observed in all the children in the present study. Only children at grade 6 were found to be 
more able to use literal interpretation. This tendency appeared to be also in conflict with the 
more literally-orientated interpretation in young English-speaking children in the literature 
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(Levorato, 1993). Such a discrepancy may be due to the typological features of Chinese 
idioms. 
     As mentioned before, Chinese idioms have been described as “syntactically abnormal” 
(Wu, 1992). This “abnormality” may inhibit children‟s analysis of the meaning of an idiom 
from the direct translation of the literal meaning of its individual characters. For example: 
[1] Chinese idiom (opaque idiom): 一 揮 而 就 
 Phonetic transcription: jat1 fai1 ji4 zau6 
 Character-to-character meaning: one wave then be 
 Figurative meaning: “To finish a piece of writing or 
painting very quickly” 
In the example [1], “jat1” 一 is a numeral preceding the verb of “fai1” 揮. It is rarely to find 
the syntactic structure of “numeral+verb” in Modern Standard Chinese (Wu, 1992).  
 
[2] Chinese idiom (highly transparent idiom): 巧 取 豪 奪 
 Phonetic transcription: hau2 ceoi2 hou4 dyut6 
 Character-to-character meaning: skillfully take forcefully Take away 
 Figurative meaning: “To take by force” 
In Example [2], the lexeme “dyut6” 奪 appears as mono-morpheme in classical Chinese. The 
equivalent form in Modern Standard Chinese is “coeng2 dyut6” 搶奪 which is a 
two-syllables word. This kind of morphological structure is also rarely found in Modern 
Standard Chinese (Wu, 1992).The unusual syntactic form makes the Chinese idioms (even the 
highly transparent idioms) less syntactically decomposable and, coupled with the unusual 
morphological structure, Chinese idioms are difficult to process compositionally. Children 
might be able to perceive and discover the one-to-one relationship between the literal meaning 
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and individual words of an idiom but found difficulties in combining them with the syntactic 
rules of Standard Modern Chinese to arrive its meaning. Therefore, literal interpretation was 
observed less commonly used than contextual strategy in Cantonese-speaking children. Since 
meta-linguistic abilities which are conscious awareness enabling one to judge the grammatical 
acceptability of an utterance develop gradually through school years (Owens, 2008), children 
at grade 6 are believed to have mastered better meta-linguistic skills than grade 2 and 4. This 
explained why older children were more readily to encode literal meaning of the idioms and 
observed to use literal interpretation more often. 
    In highly transparent idioms, there was a similar proportion of story-dependent responses 
and literal-meaning responses at grade 6 as reveled (Figure 2). It showed that older children 
used both literal interpretation and contextual strategy to interpret highly transparent idioms. 
When the children encountered a highly-transparent idiom, they may not automatically realize 
the demand of figurative interpretation when they come across a novel idiom (Gibbs , 1987). 
So, the children tended to literally interpret the idioms. Also, due to the high decomposability 
of the highly transparent idioms, the children could readily perceive the literal meanings of 
the individual characters of a highly transparent idiom and attempt to combine it so as to 
arrive a literal interpretation of the idiom.  
     At the same time, despite literal interpretation, children also used contextual strategy 
because the context presented with the idioms primed the children to seek a non-literal 
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interpretation (Gibbs,1987). As a result, the literal interpretation and context strategy occur 
together and compete with each other to achieve the interpretation for highly transparent 
idioms. This may explain that children at Grade 6, who possess certain level of analytic skills 
to decompose the idioms, demonstrated a similar percentage of literal and story dependent 
responses in highly transparent idioms. 
     In transparent idioms, children tended to use the contextual strategy more than literal 
interpretation (Figure 3). There is a metaphorical relation between the individual component 
and referent in transparent idioms. Children could not directly add up the meanings of the 
individual parts of a transparent idiom to achieve its figurative meaning. Instead, they have to 
link the referent to a linguistic context for its elaboration. In order to explain the metaphorical 
relation of a transparent idiom, the children tended to use the context presented with the 
idioms since the context helps them to metaphorically extend a transparent idiom‟s meaning 
to create an figurative interpretation (Gardner, 1974; Gibbs 1987). 
     Besides, in transparent idioms, the percentage use of literal interpretation in grade 4 and 
6 children were smaller than that in highly transparent and was nearly zero. This pattern 
attributed not only to the decrease in decomposability of transparency than highly transparent 
idioms but also to the involvement of metaphorical interpretation in the comprehension of 
transparent idioms. In order to interpret a transparent idiom, children need to link the referents 
in the idiom to the context presented with it. Literal interpretation of the metaphors may lead 
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to incompatibility of the idiom‟s meaning to the context. For example: 
Chinese idiom: 目 光 如 豆 
Phonetic transcription: muk6  gwong1 jyu4 dau2 
Character-to-character meaning: eye sight similar to bean 
Figurative meaning: “Little or no ambition” 
The incongruent story is: “The brother is muk6 gwong1 jyu4 dau2 (目光如豆) as he studied 
very hard and wished to be a medical doctor to help the poor in the future.” The 
character-by-character (literal) interpretation was incompatible with the linguistic context 
(story). Older children were more able to realize such an incompatibility and suppress the 
literal interpretation then younger children, thus resulting in nearly zero percentage of literal 
interpretation in the two older groups.   
     On the other hand, all children in the present study use contextual strategy more often 
than literal interpretation in opaque idioms (Figure 4). Opaque idioms which figurative 
meanings were not directly supported by each part of an idiom are semantically 
non-decomposable and non-analyzable (Gibbs, 1989). Searching for literal meanings in 
non-analyzable idioms is non-productive as suggested by Cacciari & Glucksberg (1990). 
Children rarely used literal interpretation in opaque idioms because, due to the low 
decomposability, children would found difficulties to access an idiom‟s meaning by a normal 
sum of the literal meanings of individual characters of an idiom.  
     As suggested by Gibbs (1987), inference from a very strong figurative context is one of 
the possible ways to learn metaphorically opaque idioms, the children would therefore finally 
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choose to make use of the linguistic context presented together with the idioms so as to 
extract the contextual information together with pragmatic knowledge in order to achieve the 
figurative interpretation of an opaque idiom. 
Pedagogical Implications 
     The present study highlighted the use of literal interpretation and contextual strategy for 
comprehension of different types of idioms in children. The findings revealed a wider use of 
contextual than literal interpretation and the special formation and structure of Chinese idioms. 
Also, older children were found more capable to use literal strategy. Therefore, when idiom 
teaching is included in the formal syllabus, teachers may make use of linguistic contexts 
(stories) instead of rote learning of definitions of idioms to facilitate students‟ learning.   
Limitations & future research direction 
     Participants in the present study were recruited from one primary school in Hong Kong 
so the generalizability of the results may be low. It is better if more participants from different 
primary schools can be involved. Also, it seems the choice between literal and contextual 
strategy is not on an all-or-nothing basis but a complement of each other instead. Further 
research could be done to reveal a more comprehensive way of idiomatic comprehension.  
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Appendix 
 
Highly transparent idioms 
1) 司 空 見 慣 2) 巧 取 豪 奪 
 si1 hung1 gin3 gwaan3  hau2 ceoi2 hou4 dyut6 
 company vacant observe habit  skillfully take forcefully Take away 
 “Common occurrence”  “To take by force” 
 Remarks: “司空”is a historical person      
       
3) 言 過 其 實 4) 深 痛 惡 絕 
 jin4 gwo3 kei4 sat6  sum1 tung3 ok3 zyut6 
 one‟s 
saying 
over its truth  deeply pain evil extremely 
 “A statement is exaggerated/ Overshoot 
the truth”  
 “Hate something/ somebody very much” 
          
5) 沒 沒 無 聞      
 mut6 mut6 mou4 man4      
 absence absence no heard of       
 “Unknown/ not famous”       
 
Transparent idioms 
1) 目 光 如 豆 2) 火 燒 眉 毛 
 muk6 gwong1  jyu4 dau2  fo2 siu1 mei4 mo4 
 eyes light similar to a bean  fire burn eyebrow 
 “Little or no ambition”  “Very urgent” 
       
3) 木 已 成 舟 4) 風 雨 同 舟 
 muk6 Ji5 sing4 zau1  fung1 jyu3 tung4 zau1 
 wood already become boat  wind rain together boat 
 “What is done cannot be restarted over 
again” 
 “Sharing a common fate” 
          
5) 一 孔 之 見      
 jat1 hung2 zi1 gin3      
 one hole „s sight      
 “A narrow view/ limited outlook”       
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Opaque idioms 
1) 車 水 馬 龍 2) 一 揮 而 就 
 geoi1 seoi2  Maa5 lung4  jat1 fai1 ji4 zau6  
 car water horse dragon  one wave then be 
 “Very crowded”  “To finish a piece of writing or painting very 
quickly” 
       
3) 東 窗 事 發 4) 披 星 戴 月 
 dung1 coeng1 si6 faat3  pei1 sing1 daai3 jyut6 
 east window incidence happen  wear stars wear moon 
 “To be exposed/ bared”  “Very busy” 
          
5) 束 之 高 閣      
 cuk1 zi1 gou1 gok3      
 Tie up „s high corner      
 “To lay aside and neglect”      
 
 
  
 
 
 
